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Yara Clean Ammonia established as a separate segment and business unit in 

February 2021 to focus on green and blue ammonia – Merging Ammonia 

Shipping & Trade with the Decarbonize Yara Team

Existing end-to-end infrastructure and trade

Marketing and

distributionLogistics and trade

Hydrogen production

H2

Green ammonia

production

Nat gas (CH4)

Blue ammonia

production

Carbon Capture 
and Storage



YCA is the clear #1 in ammonia, built on a global 
integrated business model backed by Yara

Source: Company information
1) Including leased and YCA-owned vessels

2) YCA has exclusive access, and manages and optimizes use of Yara's ammonia tank infrastructure 
at terminals through sourcing and supply agreements with Yara

3) Based on volumes of traded ammonia in 2021 - Argus market 
study (2022)
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~70%
Yara consuming plants

3rd party customers

~4.1mT transported

18 terminals (YCA access)2

12 specialized vessels1

YCA scaled-up midstream 
platform

YCA integrated model
YCA Yara

3rd party ammonia sources

Yara and JV ammonia production

YCA clean ammonia production

3rd party clean ammonia sources

Sales to new applications 
developed by YCA

Yara clean fertilizer sales

+

Multiple downstream outletsHighly flexible upstream portfolio #1 global midstream platform

~30%

~50%

~50%

Asset-backed and active across the value chain from sourcing to sales, YCA has >20% market share3 in traded ammonia

Offtake Sales
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The use of ammonia as a hydrogen carrier is 
expected to emerge as a USD 17bn market by 2050
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Source: Arkwright market study 2021 5
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Ammonia demand outlook in the hydrogen carrier segment

70-80 
Global hydrogen demand (in 
mT hydrogen)

20-45 30-45 45-70

Import terminals with cracking technology and 

large-scale hydrogen networks not ready pre-2030, 

likely to be the bottleneck in the hydrogen import 

value chain; market expected to grow rapidly 

following commercialization from 2035

Advantages of ammonia

Alternatives for hydrogen transport

Pipelines Ammonia as a carrier Liquefied hydrogen

Ideal for distances >1,000km

Mature in transport, 

infrastructure and know-how

Lower all-in long-distance 

transportation cost vs. hydrogen

More energy dense vs. 

hydrogen

Better characteristics for 

storage vs. hydrogen





Thank you for your attention! 



Back-up
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YCA is a leading1 global ammonia platform well-
positioned to capture the market for clean ammonia

Source: Company information
1) Based on volumes of traded ammonia in 2021 - Argus market study (2022)

2) EBITDA is defined as operating income plus depreciation and amortization and interest 
income and other financial income

3) YCA has exclusive access, and manages and optimizes use of Yara's ammonia tank 
infrastructure at terminals through sourcing and supply agreements with Yara

USD 4.1bn >20%

#124.1mT #18

USD 202m

Q3 2022 LTM Revenues Market share of 
merchant/traded ammonia 

in 20211

Owned and leased 
purpose-built ammonia 

vessels

Ammonia transported and 
sold Q1 2022 LTM

Terminal access in key 
locations3

Q3 2022 LTM EBITDA2

Standalone entity backed by majority owner and 
preferred partner Yara, which has almost 100 
years of ammonia experience

A key enabler of decarbonization of hard-to-
abate industries, connecting upstream projects 
with new customer applications

The #1 integrated midstream platform in the 
ammonia value chain1, with asset-backed supply 
and a global footprint

YCA in brief Company highlights
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Hydrogen and ammonia value chain presence

Energy 
(REN)

Hydrogen Ammonia

Sourcing

Production

Transport / logistics *

Storage / logistics *

End user sales

NH3H2

*) Transport & storage of hydrogen as ammonia

In the future, renewable energy
might be part of a chemical plant 
project

All produced hydrogen to own
ammonia production



Simplified Yara ammonia product flow

3rd party ammonia sources

Yara and JV ammonia production ~4.1mT transported

18 terminals (YCA access)2

12 specialized vessels1

Yara consuming plants

YCA 3rd party customers

Ammonia production Mid-stream / supply chain

YCA

Downstream / customers

Yara Industrial Solutions

Large-scale fertilizer and 
industry customers 
New segments in shipping, 
power and hydrogen
Supply by sea

Medium /smaller scale 
industry customers
Chemical feedstock, 
DeNOx and more
Supply by land



Developing a low-/ zero carbon nitrogen product declaration system
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Ammonia plant

Hydrogen 
from 
renewable 
energy

Hydrogen 
from Natural 
gas (SMR)

Physical product stream

Zero carbon N Declaration 
stream

Ammonia 
terminal or 
processing 
plant

Low-/zero 
carbon 
Ammonia or 
derived 
nitrogen

3rd party Verified blue-/green nitrogen internal trading system

Accurate renewable 
volume 
measurement 
and 
trade accounting

Zero carbon N 
“Bank”

Zero carbon N Product 
Declaration

(Commercial) transfer 
of rights to use
the Renewable Product 
Declaration 

Renewable ammonia / 
nitrogen volumes
corresponding
to accurate
Declaration value 

Ammonia volumes exported as 
normal either to a plant or trading 
market
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Yara’s ammonia positioning is unique, with a leading 

status across production, trade and shipping

Producer

• 8.5 mt ammonia across 17 units

• Retrofit / Revamp opportunities: Blue production ~ CCS 

installed or Green production ~ front-ends replaced by 

electrolyzers

* Rest of infrastructure in place

Trader

• Global asset-backed trader with +20% market share

• ~3.7 mt of global export capacity with multiple 

downstream outlets

• Expertise on land (truck/rail) and sea logistics

Shipping & Storage

• +200 kt maritime transport 

• 580 kt ammonia storage capacity

• 18 marine ammonia terminals



Source: Arkwright market study 2021; Argus market study (2022)

2021 2050E

~18mT traded ~238mT traded

~10% 
ammonia 

traded

~50%
ammonia 

traded

Decoupling historical pattern of captive consumption will 
increase the importance of YCA’s midstream position

Global traded ammonia volumes are expected to grow exponentially

Geographically separated supply and 
demand centers

Driven by production cost differences
caused by several factors, mainly 
related to cost and availability of 
energy

Majority of the demand growth 
expected to come near shipping hubs 
– largely in high-cost production 
regions

✓

✓

✓
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Substantially all clean ammonia volumes in new applications are expected to be traded

Market opportunity1



Planning and optimization

Source: Company information 17

Integrated operations across the midstream 
ammonia value chain

TransportationSourcing

Operations and 
inventory management

Sales and delivery

YCA’s midstream position is defined 
differently from the use of the same term in 
some other contexts/sectors

In the context of YCA, it refers to a broad set 
of capabilities (i.e. key competitive edges) 
beyond just vessels

Accordingly, YCA’s definition encapsulates 
the integrated nature of the existing 
platform

Direct involvement with upstream
(sourcing) and downstream (sales)

Asset-backing, terminals, optimization, and 
commercial setup support a differentiated 
midstream model

YCA’s midstream definition


